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INTRODUCTION: SETTING THE CONTEXT 

COUNCIL OF EUROPE AND VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 

rights; as part of this it has been in the forefront of promoting the women’s rights are human 













ovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, “The former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia”, Turkey, Ukraine and United Kingdom.
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 work with perpetrators rooted in women’s safety and prevention.
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For a full summary of the campaign’s work so far go to 
 

http://www.coe.int/stopviolence
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PART 1. WHY MINIMUM STANDARDS? 

free …from the fear of violence

“

”

decades in women’s NGOs, which has come to inform the polic

12 cally been provided by women’s non

12 y of the support services referred to would use the term “survivor”, the concept of “victim” is used to reflect the 
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A study on minimum standards 







METHODOLOGY  

. 

Table 1: Phases and time line for project 

Phase Tasks 
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Phases 1-4 

detailed contributions here came from Women Against Violence Europe (WAVE), Women’s 

Phases 5-7 

15  
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–

.   

CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS 

Violence against women 

 l of Europe work the term ‘violence against women’ is 
understood as “any act of gender

private life”. This includes: domestic and sexual violence, sexual harassment, crimes 

n, such as forced marriages”
General’s report reminds us of the wording in the 1993 D

“

” (p. 12).

Only eight Council of Europe member states failed to take part: Andorra; Armenia; Croatia; Italy; Lithuania; “the former 
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia”; Monaco; Russian Federation.
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Support Service, service providers and service user 

ly (female) friends and family (Kelly, 1999; Wilcox, 2000).  These are not ‘services’ –
–

encouraged by others to make those moves (Lovett et al, 2004). The term ‘support service’ 

constitute “service providers”.  The knowledge and skills of the specialist 

‘Service users’ are the 

three decades women’s organisations, singly and through their shared experience, have not 

Minimum standards  

– –
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PART 2. SERVICE PROVISION ACROSS EUROPE 

participants’ recommendations, alongside data on estimates of current provision in their 

(“Beijing Platform”) and the U
General’s recent in

REFUGES/SHELTERS 

–

up support; children’s services.  Key messa

adopting as ‘good practice’.
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COUNSELLING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES 

described as ‘rehabilitation’
mple, suggests that mental health services should be integrated “into primary health care 

systems” and other appropriate locations. The UN Secretary General’s report cites the 
Autonomous Women’s Centre in Belgrade as a good practice example, including thei
basic principles: “trust women’s experience, do not blame women for the violence they have 
experienced, and do not give advice but foster women’s self determination”

HEALTHCARE/MEDICAL SERVICES INCLUDING SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRES 

Under the Beijing Platform state parties should provide or support ‘specially trained health 
workers’ s should be trained “to recogni

armed conflict”
al’s report adds that training protocols were good practice, and 

LEGAL AND OTHER FORMS OF ADVICE 

–
–

bed as a ‘one person’ who 

Recommendation No. 19 para 24 (r) (iii); Beijing Platform Strategic Objective C1 para 61 (q); Un Secretary General’s 
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HOTLINES/HELPLINES  

This form of provision is now “
countries” General’s report further emphasi
anonymity and open access “ ”.  It concludes 
that: “

”.  Help 

SELF-HELP GROUPS 

through organisations like rape crisis, shelters and women’s centres. The UN Secretary
General’s report notes their role in providing “

”

RAPE CRISIS CENTRES 

at reporting to state agencies is women’s 

SELF DEFENCE, TRAINING AND EDUCATION 

The Beijing Platform recommended that States “
”, and Women’s 

35 
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PERPETRATOR PROGRAMMES 

General’s report
standards they are expected to work within prioritise women and children’s safety.

INTERVENTION PROJECTS 

are better protected and that agencies link to provide an appropriate ‘basket of resources’ 

 

Outreach

community contexts who are yet to access support.  It is frequently used to engage with ‘hard 
to reach’ groups.  In this sense

CURRENT SERVICE PROVISION IN EUROPE 
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counselling; intervention projects; perpetrator programmes; and women’s centres. Less 

 

Table 2:  Level of services provided in states by number of services and forms of 

violence addressed  

 Shelters Helplines1 Advice/ 

Advocacy 

Counselling2 Intervention 

Projects3 

Perp 

Progs4 Centres 

RCCs Outreach5 
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REFLECTING ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF SERVICES 

mbers of women are living far away from, not only women’s NGOs, but 
also police and hospital care.  The Swedish Crisis Centre model has created ‘safe houses’ in 

nd orientations of national women’s movements, 

38 
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women’s NGOs.  

countries and across forms of violence.  It is not inaccurate to speak of a ‘Euro lottery’, since 

–

CURRENT RECOMMENDATIONS  

General’s report listed the following guiding 





men’s violence or blame victims.













“
Macedonia” 

39  
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 – “t
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia”



and Government agencies about each other’s activities. National standards are currently 
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PART 3. SOURCING FOUNDATIONS FOR STANDARDS 

Safety, security and respect for service users and staff, within a ‘culture of belief’/ ‘taking the 
side of’ the 

–

–

including ‘on call’ systems.

cause and consequence of women’s inequality.

– –
are good practice.  These can be delivered through ‘one stop shop’ or  (multi

, Women’s Centres) or a ‘one stop person’ (advocates who ensure rights are realised) 

Women’s Aid, England 
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SERVICES 

Shelters/refuges

WAVE documentation makes clear ‘more than a roof’ WAVE, 2005).  They provide a variable 

ildren; clearly a family place is a larger number of beds than a ‘place’, but 

– –

42 
 

–
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funding determines who can use the shelter, it’s philosophical framework and preferred 

standards specify that during a child’s stay: their education should continue, preferably 

protocol should be developed to ensure children’s rights to safety are not comprom

Perpetrator Programmes 

44 
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ur, prioritising women and children’s safety, and associated supp

Intervention Projects 

‘Austrian model’ has been adopted/adapted now in a number of European countries.  

SEXUAL VIOLENCE 

–  

47 
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Rape Crisis Centres  

active follow up “to ensure 
, safety and access to support during the crisis period.”

has declined, and many of those remaining are ‘fragile’. 

Sexual Assault Centres/Specialist Health Provision 

user’s right to be treated with dignity, her right to receive adequate health services –

 

49 

50 
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OTHER SERVICES 

Helplines  

Advice and Advocacy 

Courts (Cook et al, 2004) and in Spain in community based Women’s Centres.

Counselling 

“t ublic of Macedonia”

confidentiality and an empowerment or “victims rights models” were 

Outreach 
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Law enforcement  











– –

58  
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Women’s human rights



ordination, they must ensure that the expertise of women’s NGOs is placed at the 















 –

POTENTIALS AND CHALLENGES 

–

WAVE Network Conference  “Stop domestic violence against women” (18
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PART 4. DEVELOPING EUROPEAN MINIMUM STANDARDS  

–
–



















 

GENDERED UNDERSTANDING OF VIOLENCE 

–
–

…violence towards women is based on relationships of power and domination and the 
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en’s refuges need to … create awareness of the social, historical, 

Some interviewees connected creating a ‘culture of belief’
understanding, given the many ways in which women and children’s word has been denied 
and questioned. Some expressed this in other terms: “

67. 

A CULTURE OF EMPOWERMENT  

CONFLICTING PRINCIPLES 

66

67 Logar, R. (2006) Bridging Gaps - From good intention to good cooperation, WAVE, Vienna p. 27 
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–
trust in law enforcement and other authorities. But state agencies also have to be ‘trust 
worthy’ and ac

HOLISTIC SERVICE PROVISION 

will be taken care of. It’s like providing the operation but not providing the antibiotics 

ACCESS AND NON-DISCRIMINATION 

–
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–
rviewees made the point that migrant women’s additional needs meant 

CHILDREN AS SERVICE USERS 

children’s rights to reflect this, most of which constitute existing practice in some shelters.  

–

INTER-AGENCY CO-OPERATION  

users.  One used the image of a spider’s web with the service user at the centre, w

‘one stop shops’ and ‘one stop people’ were other ways inter
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LONG-TERM SUPPORT NEEDS  

THE DRAFT PROPOSALS 

THE ONLINE CONSULTATION 

–
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Table 3: Support for proposed standards through the online consultation 

   Standards Level of support Proposed 

amendments 

 

 

BENEFITS, DANGERS AND REQUIREMENTS 

 
… provided that the standards ar

…for all parties: it makes policy more measura

 

68 Because the consultation data was collected online, and was anonymised, we have been unable to produced 

data that identifies the individual who makes each statement, in contrast with data collected by 

interview/questionnaire.  
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…safeguarding of professional, gentle, regardful and holistic aid.

… the 

… knowledge of good quality service provision enc

… better results in fulfilling obligations to protect and support victims and in the long run 

… no capacity or resources to meet the standards.  Competing with services that do 

… overstretched and under

–
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ing dangers…ongoing campaigns such as the present one to conti
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PART 5. SETTING THE STANDARDS 

found that sexual harassment is significantly more prevalent in women’s lives

’s human rights.  At the same time, agreeing and implementing standards at 

organisations in Europe (Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 10 October 2007 at the 1006th meeting of the Ministers’ 
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THE OVERARCHING PRINCIPLES 

Working from a gendered understanding of violence against women  

 

Safety, security and human dignity  

Specialist services 

Diversity and fair access  

Advocacy and support 

Empowerment 
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Participation and consultation  

Confidentiality  

A co-ordinated response  

Holding perpetrators accountable  

Governance and Accountability  

Challenging tolerance   

MINIMUM LEVELS OF PROVISION  
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Required provision 

–

Services which may be independent or integrated 

–

A “ ce” requires a bed space for the mother and the average number of children in the country (See Glossary at 
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here, where the removal law and Intervention projects have expanded women’s options, and 
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PART 6. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

What services should be available, and their distribution in terms of populations and 

geography? 

– –

–
–

Who should provide services?  

women’s NGOs, which have proved the most responsive and effective in enabli
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What minimum standards should be adopted across Europe? 

Recommendations 







 –

–







–
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PART 7. THE MINIMUM STANDARDS 

Key themes and Overarching principles 

Working from a gender analysis perspective  

need for ‘women supporting women’.  

Safety, security and human dignity  

Specialist services 

Diversity and fair access  

Advocacy and support 

Empowerment 

 

Participation and consultation  

Confidentiality  
’

A co-ordinated response  

Holding perpetrators accountable  

Governance and Accountability  
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Challenging tolerance   

PROPOSED MINIMUM STANDARDS 

andards are often accompanied by the details of “aspirational 
standards”. These are standards which are ideal, and for which there was much support 

73

Due Diligence; Beijing Platform (1995) para 124 Government action; “

”; Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women General Recommendation 19 
a 9 “

.” 

♀▲
Supported by NGO respondents♀ 

▲
Supported by several European documents□□ 
Supported by one or two European documents□
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LEVELS OF SERVICE PROVISION 

Service Type Basic provision 

 

Aspirational Standards Support 

Helpline  Should always be answered by someone “live”.

Advice/ Advocacy project □

Counselling 

women’s counselling centres, 

Outreach 

Shelters 

committed “in the name of honour”, forced 

□□
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74





Rape Crisis Centres 

SACs (Sexual Assault 

Centres) 

A “family place” is for the mother and the average number of children (See Glossary at Annex 1). 
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CORE MINIMUM STANDARDS 

Basic Standards  - Applicable To All Services Aspirational Standards Support 

on to others with the service user’s 





♀▲
□

♀▲

♀▲
□

□ 
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♀▲

service provision to service user’s needs, and the development of speci






♀▲
□





–

of the service user’s inability 

♀▲
□





♀▲
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▲ □

Women’s NGOs should be staffed by women, and other agencies should ensure 

♀▲
□□

in the service user’s decision

Service user’s right to receive information and support should 
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□

▲ □

consequence of women’s inequality. 
♀▲
□□







nature of offences, in ways that do not violate the service user’s rights 
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SERVICE SPECIFIC STANDARDS 

Service Minimum Standards Aspirational Standards Support 

HELP/ HOTLINES 

ADVICE & 

ADVOCACY 
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ADVICE & ADVOCACY 

cont. 

user’s rights.

□





Advocate’s training should include a minimum of 30 hours 
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COUNSELLING 

Counsellor’s training should include a minimum of 30 
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OUTREACH 




 

INTERVENTION 

PROJECTS 

□

 
women’s support organisations/ NGOs.

 □

 

SHELTERS 
□□

– compliance with the Shelter’s safety and confidentiality 
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SHELTERS cont. □□

 Should provide information on the service user’s rights 



–



















□

 
– compliance with the Shelter’s safety and confidentiality 
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Should assist in maintaining the child’s education. 

residents’ needs.









RAPE CRISIS 

CENTRES 

□
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RAPE CRISIS CENTRES 

cont. 





 –

y calls should be answered by staff ‘live’
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SEXUAL ASSAULT 

CENTRES & 

Specialist Hospital 

Services 





 











75 The Beijing Platform also provides at para 128 Government, IGO and NGO action; “Encourage the dissemination and implementatio

Women and the UNHCR Guidelines on the Prevention of and Response to Sexual Violence against Refugees”. 
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service user’s consent.

LAW ENFORCEMENT 
□□ 

 □

□

□

□
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LAW ENFORCEMENT 

cont. 



□ 

□

–

–

□

□
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LAW ENFORCEMENT 

cont.
□

□

□

□
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LAW ENFORCEMENT 

cont.

PERPETRATOR 

PROGRAMMES 

e women’s and children’s 

This includes placing limits on the perpetrator’s 





There should be an attached or associated women’s Women’s Support Services should be pro

a women’s support programme.

□ 
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PERPETRATOR 

PROGRAMMES cont.

perpetrator programme and women’s support 

the Women’s Support Ser

□ 

children’s safety.

□

□

Women’s perspectives / experiences;

Children’s experiences;
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ANNEX 1: GLOSSARY 

active efforts to invite women into support often directed to ‘hidden’ or 

therefore, more than a single ‘bed space’.
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ANNEX 2: TABLES OF RESPONSES TO INTERVIEWS AND 

CONSULTATION 

Phase 1: Interviews/ Questionnaires 

Form of Data Collection  

Respondent by Member State 

“The former 

Macedonia”
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Phase 2: Consultation 

 

Consultation Respondent by Type 
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